Exploring the bio-psychosocial effects of renal replacement therapy amongst patients in a state hospital in South Africa

This article described a qualitative study that investigated the bio-psychosocial effects of renal replacement therapy on patients in a state hospital in South Africa. The study aimed to investigate the level of debility experienced by patients undergoing haemodialysis (HD) and continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) and to explore how this debility affects their bio-psychosocial functioning. Respondents comprised a small sample of HD and CAPD patients. Using an interview schedule as the research tool allowed rich data to be uncovered. Content analysis and reducing data into themes facilitated data analysis. Although the study was not quantitative and thus did not allow for comparative analysis, themes regarding the levels of stress emerged amongst participants. The HD group voiced greater concerns regarding the degree of debility and psychosocial distress than the CAPD group. Governmental support for holistic kidney disease treatment and careful teaming of key role players to reduce the severity and far-reaching bio-psychosocial effects of HD and CAPD treatment are recommended.

Introduction
To contextualise this article, it is important to explain end-stage renal disease (ESRD) first.

Background
End-stage renal disease
This is the final stage of chronic renal failure and is irreversible. During this stage the kidney has lost approximately 90% of its nephrons and the glomerular filtration rate has decreased by 80%, necessitating dialysis therapy or renal transplantation (Shabalala 2004).

Haemodialysis
Haemodialysis (HD) is a treatment that removes the waste products and excess fluid that accumulate in the blood and body tissues as a result of kidney failure. The blood is filtered outside the body by means of a dialyser during two or three treatment sessions of 3–5 hours each per week (Baxter Healthcare Corporation 2006).

Continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis
In this form of dialysis, the patient’s blood is filtered inside the body by means of a catheter in the patient’s abdomen, which acts as a permanent pathway into the peritoneal cavity. Patients
perform this dialysis at home or work, exchanging the dialysis solution in the abdomen four times per day (Mayo Clinic n.d.).

For the purposes of this article, these two types of therapy will be referred to as renal replacement therapy (RRT).

**International and national perspectives**

Chronic kidney disease patients experience a range of problems related to microsystemic influences resulting from the illness and the effects of the treatment regimen as well as macrosystemic influences that form a feedback loop that strain the country’s resources and increase risk of kidney failure. These macrosystemic influences include poverty, HIV and/or AIDS and poor infrastructural resources, so that resulting problems such as tuberculosis, malaria, gastroenteritis and septic abortions need management, both therapeutically and at a preventative level, to address the landscape within which renal failure thrives (Cerd et al. 2008).

Naicker (2003) qualifies that renal failure also results from diabetes and hypertension and that these need management at a primary health care level to address the burden of care at renal facilities proactively. Moosa and Kidd (2006), in fact, refer to the ‘rationing’ of dialysis treatment in developing countries such as South Africa and suggest that socio-economic rather than medical factors be used as criteria for accepting patients for dialysis treatment. In response, however, Dirks and Levin (2006) caution that too few can afford private care, which itself may be unavailable because of the exodus of health professionals affecting the medical fraternity, as discussed by Moosa and Kidd (2006). Naicker (2003) shares these views, adding that dialysis treatment in developing countries depends on funding and donors and that there simply is not enough money for expensive and chronic treatments such as RRT. This context of scarce resources and illnesses that plague developing countries provides an overarching framework for the study of effects of dialysis treatment on patients. Clearly, these concerns are multilayered and need a coordinated effort to facilitate long-term redress.

**Dialysis options**

In South Africa, the National Health Protocol defines criteria for chronic dialysis in the public and private sectors in an attempt to establish minimum standards for renal health. However, these guidelines (South African Renal Society 2006) appear not to heed the reality of scarce human and infrastructural support resources (e.g. they do not advocate for the inclusion of a dietician and a social worker in the renal team, three-monthly reviews, etc.) and do not include measures and controls that would ensure that minimum standards are adhered to. Although the guidelines may have been drafted to promote establishment of other structures to improve renal health care rather than to further the standards in renal health, the private sector appears to be better able to accommodate the guidelines (Cerd et al. 2008; Dirks & Levin 2006; Moosa & Kidd 2006). The situation again emphasises that socio-economic factors dictate to whom and how renal treatment is offered in South Africa.

State facilities offer RRT in the form of HD, with CAPD being offered only to patients who are eligible for renal transplant, without constraints of gender, race or social status. Naicker (2003) reports that approximately 42% of patients on RRT in South Africa receive HD, 40% receive CAPD and 18% per million of the population receive kidney transplants. The more common or affordable option in state health care thus appears to be HD, although it may not necessarily be associated with fewer bio-psychosocial effects.

The ideal treatment for ESRD is the safe replacement of the patient’s kidney because it reduces the dependence on dialysis therapy and allows a general improvement in well-being. However, this is not always a feasible option, leaving patients to depend on HD and CAPD despite both treatments being costly. CAPD is associated with advantages like better nutritional status, freedom of mobility, control of blood pressure and fluids and better rehabilitation (Naicker 2003; Parsoo et al. 1984). In a quantitative study Lok (1996) concluded that CAPD patients experience a higher quality of life than HD patients. However, quantitative studies do not meaningfully engage with patients to establish an in-depth understanding of how quality of life is affected by dialysis treatment (Heiwe, Clyne & Dahlgren 2003). In addition, most of the research undertaken on the renal population has been done by medical or para-medical personnel, with little having been written about the nephrology social worker, whose primary goal is to assist patients and their families in making the social and psychological adjustments necessary to cope with both a chronic illness and the prescribed treatment regimen. In this regard, the social worker provides supportive counselling and education about the psychological impact of the illness and its various treatment options. Hence, findings from this study may contribute to knowledge in nephrology social work practice.

**Challenges associated with treatment options in South Africa**

The first author witnessed at first hand some of the debilitating effects of RRT on patients at a state hospital in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The need is not only for psychosocial support but also for more rigorous and systematic investigation of the nature of problems experienced by patients receiving RRT at the hospital was evident. Callahan (1998) established the significance of the nephrology social worker more than a decade ago. Indeed, local guidelines (South African Renal Society 2006) clearly recognise the complex ramifications of having a chronic illness and being exposed to constant treatment and advocate the use of a team approach (including a social worker) to provide the necessary support. Shabalala (2004) has also recommended that qualitative research be undertaken to establish the multiplicity of factors and challenges faced by the dialysis population in South Africa.

The study reported here was conducted at a state hospital because a variety of microsystemic and macrosystemic
challenges related to RRT are acutely experienced in such settings, as discussed by Moosa and Kidd (2006) and Naicker (2003). White and Greynier (1999) warn that these challenges contribute to poor adherence to therapy, which in itself appears to be afforded to a select few. Knowledge of the ways in which patients experience their disease and treatment options is important to address some of the microsystemic challenges faced by patients whilst respecting the macrosystemic structural deficits in health care in developing countries.

Theoretical approach

Both bio-psychosocial and ecological theories informed the theoretical grounding for the study.

Bio-psychosocial theory allowed investigation into the effect of ESRD and treatment modalities on patients’ physical, psychological and social worlds. Human beings are complex and simultaneously perform multiple functions that can be classified as biological or physical, psychological or mental, and social. The patient is viewed as a whole being; a bio-psychosocial person made up of these intersecting spheres and functions (Schlebusch 1990). These three spheres and functions were used to guide the range of themes and questions that were explored in the interviews.

Ecological theory allowed exploration of the wide circle of systemic influences across and within the microsystem (the individual and family), mesosystem (e.g. wider group of friends and neighbours), exosystem (e.g. societal support structures) and macrosystem (state structures such as policy) that affect the patient. Ecological theory includes the larger macrosystemic sphere of influence (absent from the bio-psychosocial framework), which was important in this study as it has been noted that patients at state hospitals are exposed to economic pressures. This societal influence could be explored using the ecological frame of reference and was represented in the theme pertaining to patients’ economic status and stressors of unemployment. It should further be noted that these systemic influences converge similarly to the components of the bio-psychosocial model. Isolating range and intensity of specific influences was therefore neither feasible nor desirable. Indeed, it is important to note that the levels or spheres encompassed by the two theories often had several simultaneous influences that jointly added to ESRD patients’ frustration.

Objectives

The study aimed to explore the bio-psychosocial functioning of patients with ESRD who received HD and/or CAPD through the following objectives:

- identifying patients’ physiological, psychological and social functioning and stresses whilst undergoing HD and/or CAPD
- exploring patients’ perspectives on what facilitates and challenges the treatment process
- identifying service gaps relating to bio-psychosocial stresses due to ESRD and suggesting recommendations to address these gaps.

Research method and design

Research paradigm and design

This study was qualitative in nature as it sought to explore and interpret the meanings and effects of specific phenomena. In this study, patients’ experiences of renal treatment and the associated meanings were explored. A combination of exploratory and descriptive research designs within the qualitative research paradigm was deemed suitable.

The study used an exploratory research design based on the recommendation of De Vos, Strydom and Fouche (2002) that exploratory research is conducted to gain insight into a situation, a phenomenon, a community or an individual. This study focused on RRT options in ESRD as perceived by the patients. It explored phenomena without any manipulation or control of human behaviour. Hence, the researchers were able to obtain greater insight into patients’ knowledge and views of RRT. Owing to limited recent literature regarding patients’ experiences of ESRD in South Africa being available, an exploratory design was used to gain new insight. Babbie and Mouton (2001) point out that the less developed an area, the more likely an exploratory design would be used for building a foundation of general ideas and tentative theories, as was the case in the present study.

De Vos et al. (2002) indicate that descriptive and exploratory research may merge in practice; descriptive research presents a picture of the specific details of a situation, whereas exploratory studies aim to become conversant with basic facts and create a general picture of conditions. The researchers were able to do both, as the limited number of qualitative studies on patient experiences allowed for exploratory research, whilst patients’ accounts of their experiences added to the richness of the study’s descriptive nature.

Research instrument

The primary research instrument was an interview schedule that contained themes for exploration (De Vos et al. 2002) derived from a thorough literature review of the bio-psychosocial and ecological theoretical models. Themes for exploration thus used the broad categories of the physical, psychological, social and socio-economic worlds of patients. Probing each theme according to patients’ level of comprehension enabled them to share in detail and give extended personal accounts of their views and experiences of HD and CAPD, allowing the researchers to understand their perceptions and experiences.

The interview allowed for flexibility (Brink 2006), which was particularly useful because some patients were slow to respond, owing to either short-term or long-term effects of treatment.

Location

The state hospital where the first author was employed was chosen as the location because of personal experience of the frustration RRT patients expressed and the need for
a more systematic understanding of their experiences. Personal experience as motivation for research is discussed as an early indicator of topic and location selection by Struwig and Stead (2001). The location choice is further supported by the observation that patients who receive treatment at state facilities are likely to experience more acute frustrations related to their treatment and limited psychosocial support, as noted earlier. Further, owing to bureaucratic administration policies in state hospitals, it was deemed expedient to conduct the study in a hospital where one of the authors had a relationship with and knowledge of gate-keeping personnel and processes to obtain permission for the study and access to patients. This choice may have influenced results despite the research purpose having been carefully explained to respondents.

Sample
As this was an exploratory, descriptive study, non-probability sampling was used (Babbie & Mouton 2001; De Vos et al. 2002). The sample was purposive and available, and selection was based on various criteria considered necessary in furthering the purposes of the study. Firstly, respondents had to have been participating in the renal programme for at least 4 months and were selected from hospital records dating back to 2005, so that with recent but substantial experience they would meaningfully contribute to the study. Secondly, they needed to be between the ages of 18 and 60 years, so that issues pertaining to marital and other relationships and economic disempowerment, both of which are generally applicable to this age group, could be explored. Work-related frustrations would not have been able to be explored fully with respondents older than 60 years. Thirdly, they needed to be able to communicate in English so that the primary researcher (who was English speaking) would not lose information through translation. The nuances of language are important to consider during data analysis in a study aimed at glean rich data. Because this was a qualitative study, it was important to gain content and context-rich data through first-hand communication with patients. Finally, it was considered important that respondents were not to have had a previous kidney transplant as quality of life is superior in such patients (Dirks & Levin 2006) and they were not likely to use state hospitals.

Sample selection commenced by examining hospital records of patients who had been attending the hospital since 2005. All potential respondents were then approached telephonically and/or personally for participation. The final sample of 15 patients was thus based on availability. Seven respondents were HD patients whilst eight received CAPD treatment.

Data analysis
Inductive rather than deductive analysis techniques were employed, specifically in identifying patterns, themes and categories that emerged from the data. Marlow (1998:213) calls this data analysis ‘constructing categories’ by making sense of and categorising the meaning and content of data. Further, content analysis was employed at the levels of manifest content, which is the visible, surface content that participants openly stated, and latent content, which refers to the underlying meaning (Babbie & Mouton 2001). In this study underlying meaning related to peripheral influences or frustrations experienced as a result of renal treatment. After information had been transcribed to written form, it was coded according to themes (Neuman 1997) to reduce the data to a manageable format. Coding progressed according to the three phases suggested by Neuman (1997):

- open coding to analyse all data and search for themes by means of surface content analysis
- axial coding using latent content analysis to analyse raw data in relation to specified themes to identify links with literature pertaining to the renal treatment process
- selective coding to promote further abstraction relating to the emerged themes and allow comparison with data that illustrated these themes within a bio-psychosocial theoretical framework.

The research process
Once a list of prospective participants that satisfied the qualifying criteria had been compiled, patients were invited to participate in the study. An appointment was made for each. The interviews were recorded with participants’ permission.

Ethical considerations
Ethical clearance was granted by both the hospital at which the study was conducted and the University of KwaZulu-Natal, under whose auspices it was conducted. Informed consent, confidentiality and anonymity were carefully addressed. Assurance of no harm was addressed by scheduling appointments for the interview such that participants would not be unduly tired (in view of them receiving treatment) and if signs of fatigue were noted, participants were given the option to complete the interview at another time. Further, when painful or difficult issues emerged, the primary researcher offered her services or referred the patient for ongoing assistance.

A study of this nature may also raise patients’ expectations for improvement in services and to this end, the researcher was careful to explain the purpose of the study. Engagement and disengagement techniques were also respected, using social work skills. Patients were also offered ongoing services or referral for further services where applicable and appropriate.

Trustworthiness
Because this was a qualitative study, trustworthiness of the data had to be ensured through the dimensions of credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability (De Vos et al. 2002).

To ensure credibility of the data, opinions of ESRD experts and a thorough literature search guided the drafting of the
themes for exploration so that applicable matters would be investigated (De Vos et al. 2002). Furthermore, the study was conducted with honesty and integrity and the contexts and special needs of participants (such as for rest and assurance) were respected throughout. This was possible owing to the primary researcher being a medical social worker, trained in meeting psychosocial needs of patients.

A careful literature review that guided the construction of the interview schedule and sensitive, honest engagement with participants also contributed towards the consistency and dependability of the study to some extent, although replication in qualitative research is less important than gleaning context-rich and content-specific data. Confirmability of the data was checked through ensuring objectivity and deliberate use of ‘neutrality’ during interviews, as recommended by Milan Family Therapy. The biases and personal views of the researcher were thus adequately controlled for (Lincoln & Guba 1985) and using social work and family therapy interviewing skills allowed the voice of the patients to dominate research results.

Results and discussion

The structure and framework used to present and discuss results are based on the theoretical grounding used in this study (Bak 2003; Vithal & Jansen 1997). Hence, the headings cohere with the theory frames, using the physical, psychological and social stresses and effects from the biopsychosocial model and the heading ‘socio-economic effects’ from the ecological model. In relation to the objectives of the study, it made sense to present these results as effects followed by patient views on supportive structures considered necessary for optimal treatment (the second objective of this study). These two issues are discussed alongside each other to avoid repeating each theme and for ease of reading. The perceived gaps in social work and family therapy interviewing skills allowed the interview schedule and sensitive, honest engagement with participants also contributed towards the consistency and dependability of the study to some extent, although replication in qualitative research is less important than gleaning context-rich and content-specific data. Confirmability of the data was checked through ensuring objectivity and deliberate use of ‘neutrality’ during interviews, as recommended by Milan Family Therapy. The biases and personal views of the researcher were thus adequately controlled for (Lincoln & Guba 1985) and using social work and family therapy interviewing skills allowed the voice of the patients to dominate research results.

Results and their discussion are presented together to accommodate critical engagement with the literature and prevent undue repetition. This presentation style is often adopted in social work research reports. In this section, the exact responses of participants are often cited to promote rich description.

Physical stresses and effects

Most participants were affected by debilitating physical effects from both treatment modalities. Both HD and CAPD patients felt that their general energy levels and endurance were greatly reduced, which negatively affected their outlook on the treatment as promoting their holistic health and well-being.

Fatigue, headaches, pains, nausea, cramps, weight loss and loss of sight were cited as problems by HD patients, with fatigue a major concern that seriously affected their performing simple daily activities. Some of the HD patients expressed these sentiments and the associated helplessness as follows:

‘I feel very tired … sometimes nauseous … and you can’t concentrate on what you are doing.’

‘It’s a kind of tiredness [where] you can’t [even] read; you’re too tired to talk or to do anything … you can’t manage.’

‘He [spouse] helps to give me a bath, he cleans up the house and does the cooking.’

(HD patients)

CAPD patients also complained of tiredness, but said that relative to before their treatment they now had ‘a lot of energy and felt stronger’. They did, however, complain of weight gain, sores in the mouth and general itching as other physical annoyances.

According to the dominant discourse of Polaschek (2003), dialysis is effective in generally removing the symptoms of ESRD. However, the results of this study showed that all patients generally suffered physical effects such as fatigue, which is similar to Lok’s (1996) findings. The physical debility associated with the respective treatment modalities clearly affected holistic health and well-being, be it from sores or general fatigue. This systemic effect is to be expected, since the various spheres and systems are interrelated and will affect general functioning, whether positively or negatively (Kasiram 2009). This is an important consideration in providing support services.

Psychological stresses and effects

Given the degree of debility cited earlier, RRT predictably also affected participants’ psychological functioning and well-being. HD patients complained of sadness, helplessness, depression and feeling like a victim, asking ‘Why me?’

The reasons for HD patients’ depression varied, which clearly demonstrates the role that the uniqueness of each individual’s context and situation plays in influencing the experience of illness. A patient faced with the burden of disease experiences not only physical pain but also psychological, social, financial and spiritual pain, in accord with the bio-psychosocial model.

The severity of side-effects such as tiredness, loss of sight and discomfort during the dialysis procedure had a profound emotional impact on one HD patient. He was consequently unable to fulfill his role as father, husband and pastor, which exacerbated feelings of helplessness and hopelessness:

‘I no longer drive because of my sight … I cannot read anymore and it’s actually handicapping the work that I do as a pastor. [The] majority of the time frustration builds … you get frustrated with the family, you get frustrated with the people [who] are assisting you … you are always depressed, always.’

(HD patient)

Such frustration can become all consuming, with this participant clearly also demonstrating that he may be clinically depressed. His identity is closely tied to being disempowered by his illness, suggesting the need for an
alternative, more empowered story of self and identity (White 2007).

This observation demonstrates the intersection of systemic circles of influence across the physical and psychological. These findings are consistent with an observation by White and Grenyer (1999) that anger, depression and hopelessness are commonly reported amongst HD patients.

HD patients suffered great mental anguish, fear and uncertainty about continued living:

‘With HD you really don’t know what’s going to happen the next day. Today you can be fine, you can be laughing, and the next minute you can just fall down and die. I guess that’s my main fear, of dying …’

(HD patient)

Such uncertainty is disconcerting, adding to feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, which, if left unattended, may promote mental health breakdown (Jennette et al. 2009).

HD respondents also expressed anger, sadness and an inability to face up to the limitations imposed by their disease. Many sought solace in spirituality, as noted by authors such as Kasiram (2006a, 2006b) and Den Hollander (2006).

Although CAPD patients also experienced a degree of mental anguish, some again expressed gratitude at the CAPD treatment regimen offering them more mobility and less constraint than what was possible before the commencement of the treatment:

‘I do not have a problem with the bag treatment … I feel alive, good. Ever since I have been on the bag I have been a normal person, active and with my work situation it makes me go forward.’

(CAPD patient)

Although the study did not aim to compare the level of mental anguish experienced by the two treatment groups, but rather provided a description of their respective experiences, the CAPD group clearly experienced less mental anguish.

Both groups also feared the prospect of infections and death, which exacerbated their anxiety and depression. They were anxious about continuity of life depending on external variables over which they had no control, such as high technology medicine. Also, the possibility of hospital worker strikes and power cuts that would prevent services from being properly accessed creates very real fears amongst patients (SABC 2010), with negative repercussions for kidney patients who have to receive regular treatment. These concerns straddle patients’ physical, psychological and socio-economic spheres (using the bio-psychosocial and ecological perspectives).

The chronic nature of the illness and its treatment called for overwhelming and stressful long-term health and lifestyle adjustments in both patient groups, which affected them psychologically. HD patients, however, again voiced greater concern, as supported by findings of Lok (1996).

A possible explanation for the CAPD patients not complaining extensively about lifestyle adjustments may be that CAPD allows a more flexible diet. One CAPD patient, who had previous experience of HD, said:

‘Yes, there is a big difference, the experience on HD limited one to certain diets … on CAPD, no limitations … you can eat whatever you like … this is a positive aspect towards managing CAPD more comfortably.’

(CAPD patient)

Diet is generally difficult to control, with Herselman (2008) confirming that attempts to convince patients with medical arguments, do not produce desired outcomes. Tsay (cited in Shabalala 2004) too reports that many ESRD patients find it difficult to comply with fluid restrictions and need to make major lifestyle changes and exhibit self-control. Both treatment groups may benefit from support by a multidisciplinary professional team (e.g. including a dietician and a medical or nephrology social worker) to promote adherence to a diet plan through creative and meaningful engagement with both the patient and their family to ensure optimum nutrition (Callahan 1998).

Physical bodily changes and perceived physical unattractiveness resulting from long-term HD and CAPD treatment were also stressful for participants and their partners, affecting their self-concept and relationships. Participant discomfort is evident from the following responses:

‘I was conscious … [of] walking and people looking at [me] and every day you [have] a different excuse. I tell them I don’t know why I’m swelling up … I felt ashamed of the sickness …’

(CAPD patient)

‘My appearance changed drastically … as time has gone the stomach has gone bigger and bigger and everyone thinks I’m pregnant … you have to go for loose, elasticated dresses. My manager wasn’t happy to have the likes of my appearance in the front office.’

(HD patient)

Edwards et al. (2005) agree that body image problems can contribute to stress in chronically diseased patients, whilst Kasiram et al. (2010) also highlight how body image influences self-esteem.

Such responses also provide evidence of physical repercussions that give rise to psychological and social distress, as illustrated in the ecological paradigm where concentric circles of influence blur along their lines of influence. The bio-psychosocial model also explains the reciprocity between the biological and the psychosocial dimensions.

Some positive effects were, however, also mentioned. CAPD participants in particular reported hope and renewed appreciation of life, having previously experienced the difficult HD treatment regimen. This observation qualitatively highlights the general findings of Lok (1996) that CAPD patients enjoy a better quality of life. These participants believed they had been offered a second chance and looked forward to the future. Experiencing some positive
effects as a result of their treatment seemed to influence their general sense of well-being. HD patients, however, did not report similar positive experiences, presumably because of high levels of frustration imposed by the physical effects of their treatment.

**Social stresses and effects**

All participants found it difficult to integrate the requirements of the dialysis regimen into daily schedules, which affected their social lives, especially with regard to sports and holidays:

‘I used to play a lot of volleyball … it is very difficult as now you don’t have the energy … [you] can’t go on holidays [because of] the dialysis schedule …’

(HD patient)

‘I used to play for a soccer team … it makes me feel very bad, hurts inside that I can’t play soccer anymore … if I try to run a little bit, I get tired … so it makes me feel really bad inside.’

(CAPD patient)

Similar effects have also been discussed by Polaschek (2003).

Two CAPD participants indicated that they had changed their interests by taking up new sports and hobbies and so integrated the treatment regimen into their lifestyle:

‘I was playing soccer, was an athlete as well … I now read, go fishing.’

(CAPD patient)

That some participants could make this shift indicates that flexibility may be key to better patient management and points to gaps for health advisors and social workers to offer support services.

Generally, relationships with partners were not cited as being strained because of the illness and its treatment by either the HD or the CAPD group. Respondents indicated that their relationships were healthy prior to the onset of treatment and continued so during treatment, with compassion and care characterising the relationship:

‘He [husband] … takes good care of me, there are days that I feel very sick; [if] I can’t [take] a bath, he helps me to give me a bath. He cleans up the house; he does everything for me.’

(HD patient)

Another respondent said:

‘He [husband] always tells me that he does not want to hurt me and feels sorry for me … he is a man with compassion …’

(HD patient)

However, both HD and CAPD respondents complained that intimacy and sexual relations were affected by poor body image, feelings of lack of desirability and fatigue. One HD patient lamented how his spouse viewed him now and was doubtful of her sense of fulfillment in their marriage. Associated with remorse was a sense of guilt at being responsible for their changed sexual relationship:

‘The truth is that I’m not sure whether dialysis people can be sexually intimate. But I realised that ever since I [have been] on HD it has affected us very, very badly. We have discussed it, my wife and I. It affects me … it’s really causing concerns because I can’t really explain it but it’s more [a case] of impotence.’

(HD patient)

Clearly, this is a grave concern, contradicting the earlier result about there being limited strain on spousal relationships. Presumably, in the earlier result, if the relationship was not threatened with breakdown, it was still perceived as acceptable, in that supportive assistance from the partner for the treatment remained unaffected. This may mean that the illness and its treatment occupies a central position in the life of an ESRD patient, with them not perceiving themselves as sexual beings with sexual needs.

Compassion appeared to be more important than a sexual relationship for some patients, pointing to an opportunity for support services to engage meaningfully with patient sexuality. These findings are in line with those from a recent study by Burnett et al. (2009) where sexual talk was found to be avoided and initiated by only half the patients in their sample. Locally, South African patients are generally regarded as being less confident in communicating with medical staff, especially when they come from disadvantaged backgrounds and receive treatment at state hospitals.

Patients complained that their roles and responsibilities relating to parenting were affected as medical care governed their time:

‘I was the head of the house … I was the person [who] provided the food, [paid] the bills … now I’m inactive … my son was staying out … when he found out I was very ill … he moved in and has taken on most of the responsibilities and it concerns me …’

(HD patient)

This finding has serious implications for self-image and confidence and possibly strains family relationships, as suggested by family therapy theory and ecological theory and which has also been highlighted by Thabane (2008).

White and Grenyer (1999) confirm that ESRD is indeed a progressive, debilitating chronic illness that requires constant adaptations and that family and most other relationships that existed prior to the illness are progressively changed by the presence and the responsibility of caring for a dialysis patient.

Respondents found relinquishing responsibilities challenging, sometimes even necessitating supportive professional assistance. The burden of care placed on caregivers and/or family members who need to assume multiple roles needs attention, as burnout and compassion fatigue is likely to affect the quality of care (Kasiram & Khosa 2008; Thabane 2008).

HD as well as CAPD patients also lamented the social isolation imposed by their treatment:

‘I used to play a lot of volleyball … [it] is very difficult, as now you don’t have the energy, that’s the most important thing … [you] can’t go on holidays …’

(HD patient)

‘Before we used to go camping and to the beach to swim with the kids, but that does not happen anymore because I have to do my bag changes.’

(CAPD patient)
However, some CAPD patients reported taking up alternative hobbies that were satisfying and facilitated their inclusion in family and community life. This appears to be directly related to the sense of hope and healthier living generated by the physical aspects of this treatment, suggesting that the reciprocal relationship between the physical and psychosocial aspects of RRT was ‘hopeful’ for CAPD patients.

Socio-economic stresses and effects

The ability to work and lead a productive life greatly affected all participants. HD participants were particularly distressed that they could no longer work and provide for their families, finding that was earlier discussed under the social effects.

A frustrated HD patient said:

‘Being a kidney patient, to find employment is absolutely difficult because nobody wants to take you because you take time off and get absent.’

(HD patient)

Shabalala (2004) agrees that unemployment is a core stressor amongst chronic ESRD patients.

Some CAPD participants, however, were able to work and remain economically productive with support from health advisors. Essentially, they were employed because they were able to integrate their CAPD regimen into their work schedules. This did, however, depend on education about kidney treatment and advocacy to respect the patient’s rights with the employer. One of the CAPD patients returned to his teaching career, another was employed as a supervisor in a business and yet another was employed as a casual worker at a clothing store whilst receiving treatment.

Opportunities for support services for HD patients in particular are thus evident. A fully functional service team that includes a social worker and an occupational therapist would be helpful to examine alternative employment opportunities with patients. However, as discussed earlier, macrosystemic challenges and financial cutbacks prevent optimal service provision, particularly in developing countries and state-controlled institutions (Dirks & Levin 2006; Moosa & Kidd 2006; Naicker 2003).

Results also revealed that neither patient group was adequately informed about their labour rights. This suggests that an opportunity exists for social workers on the support team to advocate on patients’ behalf and provide assistance during employer consultation.

Coping

This theme may be incorporated into several of the others discussed in this article, but can also stand alone as an item related to the third objective of the study. The theme emerged strongly and therefore justifies separate discussion.

Various coping mechanisms were used by participants. Psychologically, participants tended to adopt individual strategies to cope with their treatment. This involved acceptance of their medical problems and having a positive mindset in managing their condition. For some, sheer determination and endurance facilitated their psychological coping. From a bio-psychosocial perspective, such individual coping may prove frustrating since frustrations and stressors were clearly interrelated, necessitating a team approach to problem solving.

Other respondents referred to making cognitive shifts to cope. Rather than being overwhelmed by the negative aspects of the treatment, they focused on the fact that they were given another chance to live. This is supported by Cares, Buker and Owens (cited in Shabalala 2004) who found that participants who regard renal failure as a challenge rather than a life sentence, respond well to treatment; however, those who regard renal failure as punitive are bitter, angry and confused by their situation and tend to respond poorly to treatment.

HD patients, on the other hand, tended to use avoidance and displaced anger as coping strategies. Opportunities for support service are thus apparent, as all bio-psychosocial effects should be addressed alongside one another by the renal team to promote holistic health.

The nurse–patient relationship also played a significant role in mediating the effects of dialysis in both participant groups. Both CAPD and HD patients appreciated information and a compassionate and caring attitude from nurses. These findings are supported by Jennette et al. (2009) who emphasise the importance of sensitive communication during dialysis education. Kasiram and Naidoo (2006) suggest ‘edutainment’ as a helpful means to educate. Owing to financial constraints experienced in state medical care, this important function may well be sidelined, as highlighted by Cerd et al. (2008).

Another important coping strategy was participation in a support group, which was viewed as supportive and validating of the pain, prejudice and fear patients experienced. A group structure thus provided a context in which other patients’ stories could be heard and enabled participants to re-evaluate their own situations and gain perspective. Owing to constraints discussed by Moosa and Kidd (2006), this service is not regularly available or accessible, which highlights the need to address this support service gap.

All participants valued the support and/or financial assistance received from family and their religious systems to address the concern of financial hardship. In tough economic times, the financial burden placed on the family and the guilt experienced by the patient need to be actively confronted with the help of social workers and other professional staff who may also network with volunteers to ease this burden. Structural redress of changes to the macrosystem (e.g. extending the hospital team, changes to funding policies, etc.), as discussed in the ecological theoretical model is clearly needed to manage renal disease effectively and proactively.
Limitations of the study
The sample was selectively drawn from renal patients at a state hospital in one province of South Africa. Hence, opportunity for generalisation of findings is limited, specifically regarding the private sector, race and socio-economic groupings (state patients are primarily from less privileged backgrounds).

The study employed a very small sample (only 15 respondents), which, although considered feasible for a qualitative study, may still be regarded as too small to draw definitive conclusions. However, it should be noted that the study was expected to serve as a springboard for further, rigorous research using both qualitative and quantitative methodologies with more representative sample groups.

The fact that only patients who could communicate in English were selected could have biased the study results, because it is expected that such patients may also be from a specific socio-economic class. However, given the need to glean context-rich data and content-rich data, this criterion has been justified in the discussion on sample details.

Recommendations
Several recommendations for addressing the identified opportunities for support services followed from the investigation:

- The bio-psychosocial effect of both treatment options need to be viewed multi-systemically. A team approach, whereby plans are tailored according to patients’ needs and all possible systemic influences are considered, is important. Infrastructural support such as enforced government policy for holistic care based on a team approach should be secured, perhaps with the help of lobbying from pressure groups.

- Nephrology and/or medical social workers need to recognise and respond to the emotional impact of chronic kidney disease and its treatment. According to the ecological theory, partners, families and significant others in the community should be included in the treatment process, so that psycho-education and support would receive due attention (Jennette et al. 2009). In particular, family therapy and peer group work could offer meaningful support to prevent feelings of alienation brought on by the illness and the treatment process (Dano 2006).

- To ease the traumatic effect of treatment on the patient’s role as provider and parent, liaison with employee assistance practitioner networks may be beneficial. From an ecological perspective, the exosystemic influence of business and community is important in planning a successful financial future for patients.

- Because both HD and CAPD treatment options impact sexual relations, patients should be encouraged to talk about sex frankly during the treatment process. Specialised therapeutic intervention such as sex therapy may be necessary. The implication for the medical or nephrology social worker is to invite open discussion of sexual matters, as appropriate.

- Physical fatigue and functional capacity, found to be a source of great stress, may be addressed by nurses, physiotherapists, occupational therapists and dieticians. A multidisciplinary team of professionals should be recognised as inherent and necessary to holistic treatment and care.

- Future research could include quantitative studies to establish relationships across variables with larger samples covering more hospitals. Comparison of variables such as treatment option (HD versus CAPD), location (state versus private hospitals) and patient profile (rural versus urban) may also be valuable.

Conclusion
Both HD and CAPD treatment were found to pose many biopsychosocial challenges.

The main physical effect was cited as fatigue, which influenced functional capacity. HD respondents were seriously affected because they perceived their treatment as constraining. Long-term dialysis increased patient dependence, reduced work capacity, brought on family role reversal and strained sexual relations.

Vulnerability, uncertainty, fear and depression were cited as psychological effects. HD participants demonstrated strong emotional reactions to dialysis including anger, sadness and an inability to face up to the limitations imposed by their disease. Both HD and CAPD respondents were anxious about possible complications and infections and feared an untimely death.

Both the HD and the CAPD patients reported solid marital and partner relationships. These relationships appeared to be functioning optimally prior to the onset of treatment and hence such experiences did not lead to marital breakdown or disintegration of relationships. However, sexual intimacy was strained by the illness and its treatment.

HD patients experienced great financial burden as the demands of the treatment regimen were exacting and did not allow for decent employment. CAPD respondents, however, were able to engage in some form of productive employment.

Treatment success was perceived to be facilitated by personal coping mechanisms, faith, family support, a compassionate service team, proper education, monitoring and group therapy.
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